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The Original and World’s best 

Whether buying for yourself or caring for a loved one,       
let’s help make living more enjoyable.

Based in the idyllic Herefordshire countryside, the Helping Hand ‘family’ have 
been busy making insiprational and innovative products for over 60 years. Our 

own in-house design team constantly push quality and functionality, to make 
them the most useful and robust products on the market.

We are committed to delivering good, old fashioned, quality service with friendly 
advice, specialist knowledge, and above all, value customer satisfaction as our 

number one priority.

To speak to a real person with real knowledge how we can help you or a loved one 
with the challenges of everyday living, call: 01531 635678
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ClassicTM Pro 
Reacher p4

Chrissie - Team Member since 2002 ClassicTM Reacher 
has a magnetic jaw tip Quality assured 

British
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The World’s
Best Reachers 
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Whether its avoiding bending and straining when getting dressed, reaching 
up high or getting those pesky items that fall behind the washer.

The Classic is based on our original reacher - Non slip comfortable 
grip, magnetic tip, and handy dressing post. The Classic MAX 
features our exclusive Super-soft, easy to grip, gel handle.

Available in Standard, Long, and Folding
Stick clip

Magnetic tip

Super-soft  Gel handle
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sing
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Our Original Non-slip, comfort grip handle

Classic
TM

Classic 
PRO

TM

Classic 
MAXTM
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Classic 
PRO

TM  folder

Classic 
Pro Folder 

with you, 
when you 

need it
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Stick clip

Super-soft  Gel handle

Jaw lock 

release
 

button
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full hand trigger

Rotating Jaw

Handi-GripTM  & Arthri GripTM

The Handigrip, fingertip precision every time. The super soft 
‘lips’ make easy pickings of almost anything. The MAX also 
has a super-soft gel handle and a jaw lock function. 

The whole hand action of the Arthrigrip gives more 
power with just a gentle squeeze, even when 
lifting something heavy. 

Available in Standard and Long Handi-G
rip MAXTM

Handi-G
rip PRO

TM

Arthri-G
rip PRO

TM



Young or old, compression stockings can help increase blood 
circulation throughout your body, which helps boost your 
energy levels. Reduce swelling, tiredness, muscle fatigue 
or soreness in your legs and lower body.

Ezy-on is available in 2 sizes, can be used 
whether sitting, standing or lying. 

Suitable for most types of compression 
stockings. Simply reverse load onto the 
frame to keep them wide open and step 
in, gently rolling up the leg. 

There is no better  feeling
  than independence...
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Ezy-On Small

Ezy-On Tall 

Getting dressed 
     can sometimes 
      be a challenge

Our Dressing Collection makes it easier every day, to  
get up and go – keeping active and living life to the full. 

These hosiery helpers make light work putting on socks, 
stockings and even compression wear yourself, without 

having to ask for help. 

Super stretchy Soxon gently glides round your foot. 
Luxuriously soft and hypo allergenic fabric wicks away 

excess moisture. 

The Foxy has a wipe clean plastic finish. 

Complete with extra long loop tape, there is no 
need to struggle bending, twisting or reaching.
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 For some time now I have had trouble getting my painful knee 

back into the 
car. Your Leg Lifter though

 has come to my 

rescue. This wonderful, flexible aid gives me such confidence, 

I can now get back to enjoyi
ng my life on the go

lf course! 

David -  Herefordshire
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The Shoe Helper 

Unique design makes it quick and easy to retrieve 
shoes and slippers and then, using the integral 
shoe horn, put them on. Take the strain 
from bending and reaching, available 
in 2 lengths. An extra hand to 
help around the home too. 

Extra long  
Shoe Horns 
(Metal 23”, Plastic 21”)

Quick and easy to get footwear 
on and off and keep the back of 
footwear in tip top shape. 
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Elevate your leg when sitting down, 
getting into bed or in and out the car. 
The Leg-up extra wide foot loop will 
even work with a cast.



Enjoy having a wash

Quick, easy and secure 
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The biggest challenges to everyday living can often  
be the simplest tasks. Getting in and out of the 
bath can be a balancing act for anyone. 
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Kingfisher 
Bath/Shower board

The Bath Seat
Height adjustable bath seat can be used with 
either of our Bath/Shower boards or on its own.

Create a relaxing bathtime safely and easily.

  

 

 
  

Bath/Shower board

Bath/Shower boards 
Comfort and peace of mind, getting into the bath or sitting over 
to shower. Suitable for all bath types apart from corner baths. 



An instant lift 
in the smallest 
room in the 
house
Unifix - Raised Toilet Seat
Contoured and comfortable, the Unifix seat 
raiser makes it much easier for anyone to get 
on or off.

Slides quickly and securely onto the existing 
seat or the ceramic with one simple fixing.  
3” or 4”  raise to suit you
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Extra scrub with the exfoliator

A whole collection to pamper your back,  
legs and feet in the shower or bath. These 

ultimate bathing beauties guarantee 
you’ll be top to toe sparkling clean

Soft finger 
like bristles 

Comfi-Grip - for enhanced grip 
even when hands are wet

The perfect 
way to 

pamper your 

legs or feet

Rounded 
pumice for 
hard skin 

Bathtime
  bliss



Key Features:
Designed to protect and enhance daily living with 
built in Pressure Management and Postural Support

Independently adjustable leg rest, back rest and 
tilt in space

Dual control: simple sit/stand function button; 
separate handset control to customise seating 
arrangement

Unique reset function to ensure peace of mind, 
safety and security at all times

A new standard in comfort without compromise 
on function

Sit/Stand and 
reset function 
in one button

Personalise 
seating to get 

up and go or sit 
back and relax

Dual controls:
Ideal for those who are 

ambulant, semi-ambulant 
or working to maintain or 

recover movement.
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The revolutionary    
   Standing Chair
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Colour options
The chair fabric option has a 
practical stain guard finish and 
available in 5 attractive shades.

Unlike conventional vinyl, the Cuero 
options are soft, flexible, breathable 
allowing comfortable sitting for 
longer. Waterproof and wipe clean, 
available in 2 colours

Silver Almond Pebble WasabiPaprika Brown Cuero
(Wipedown)

Black Cuero
(Wipedown)
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“Confidence to 
get me standing, 
100% of the time”

Terry, Bournemouth - March 2018 

The Standing chair’s radical design replicates how we stand - 
lifting up from the bottom, with no threat or fear of tipping or 
throwing you out, like some other riser/recliner chairs.

Bespoke
With over 30 years of experience, each chair is tailor made 
to fit you. A fully supported chair enables you to relax as well 
as perform daily tasks. By eliminating slumping or perching 
and feeling your feet are safely ‘anchored’ to the floor gives 
you confidence to get up and about as well as security 
when seated - peace of mind every day.

Keep active
The gentle powered motion is managed through a single 
button or the handset. Move at your own pace, stopping as 
you need. Enabling you to get on your feet safely and securely, 
through a natural standing action because weight bearing 
through the legs helps to maintain healthy joints and function. 

Sit right every time
The unique design correctly positions you into the chair,  
ensuring good posture and support each and every time you 

sit down. The unique seat construction eliminates damaging 
friction to the backs of thighs getting up and sitting down.
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The revolutionary    
Standing 
Chair

Call us on: 01531 635678 for more details or to request the full Standing Chair brochure



Over 10 million customers Worldwide

Prescribed by Healthcare professionals 

Specialists in making daily living easier

and rather passionate about it too!

Need a little extra help to find what you need, want 
to place an order, ask about a delivery, where to try/buy 
locally, do give us a call – we look forward to talking 
with you soon - 01531 635678

Fax: 01531 635670 
Email: sales@HelpingHand.co.uk
Web: www.ADLEssentials.com

Printed on recycled paper
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